COMPANY PROFILE
RB Landscapes is an established design and construction company whose purpose is to engage
school communities with the environments that support them. We achieve this through the
sharing of ideas and conversations with school communities in designing and building sustainable
landscapes of learning.
A team of expert builders, landscape architects, horticulturalists and educators – combined
with flexible design approaches and a practical construction philosophy – RB Landscapes deliver
beautiful, robust and school specific landscape outcomes to meet each community’s specific
requirements.
Projects typically include outdoor kitchen classrooms, passive play areas, educational landscape
systems and installations of landscape art and sculpture, as well as a various design workshops that
engage students themselves in the creation process.
Across all projects we aim to artfully and affordably realise a schools design goals, encouraging the
need to continually explore and reinvent how we think about and understand our place within and
impact on the broader environment.

“...a passion for
sustainability
and creating
environments where
students can get
back into nature and
experience hands on
learning in a natural
environment”
Julie Winn, Sustainability co-ordinator
St Louis de Montfort’s PS, Aspendale
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“RB Landscapes’
Landscapes deliver
purpose
beautiful,
is to engage
robust
school
and communities
school specific
with
landscape
the environments
outcomes”
that support them”

VISION & STRATEGY
RB Landscapes Pty Ltd endeavour to deliver schools with designs at cost and
constructions within budget to realise their dreams for the landscape.

Vision
Our vision is to facilitate the development of sustainable education spaces and
behaviours in primary school communities.

Mission
Our mission is to work with Principles, teachers, community members and students to
develop interactive landscapes that support school curriculum objectives and foster
student understanding and involvement in sustainable lifestyle choices.

Goals
We endeavour to realise our mission through the following goals:
Landscape Engagement
•
Student Involvement
•
Sustainable Growth
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“...they diversify
the ecosystems
within the site and
provide a greater
range of learning
opportunities for our
community about our
natural environment”
Marina Santamaria, Principal
St Macartan’s PS, Mornington

“Our mission...is to develop interactive landscapes that support school curriculum”

LIVING SCHOOLS & RB LANDSCAPES
Designed & Lived
When working with school communities we strive to excite and engage students with
the landscape they inhabit. We compose designs that complement existing features,
providing interactive features and educational opportunities while cultivating an
aesthetic that entices students to want to spend more time within a space.

Learning Landscapes
Working closely with teaching staff, community members and students enables us
to get to the heart of a landscape project. We provide outcomes that directly support
school curriculum objectives and encourage students to take ownership of and care for
the land.

Inspiring Constructions
Our talented designers are supported by an in-house team of professional builders with
a wealth of experience in school projects. This aspect of our company ensures peace
of mind that things get built as intended as well as providing school communities the
flexibility to take ownership in the construction staging of their project.
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“The learning
environment the
garden has created
will allow the
teaching of sound
sustainable practices
in our children in
partnership with the
wider community.”
Gavan O’Donnell
St Josephs’ PS, Chelsea

“We strive to excite and engage students with the landscape they inhabit”

DESIGN CONSULTATION
Our Approach to achieving beautiful and functional landscape outcomes means
we listen closely to the project brief given by school leaders and focus groups. We
contribute creative ideas and alternative possibilities to explore potential benefits in the
design outcomes.
Our Process aims to ensure a cost effective design that satisfies and exceeds the
project brief. We do this by maintaining focused attention to the key objectives of a
project whilst exploring opportunities to innovate and create unique design solutions.
Our Outcomes inspire students and school leaders to realise their project goals
by giving them a clear vision of what is achievable. By focusing on a project’s key
requirements our designs demonstrate the way forward to being realised in the future.

Image Right: St Augustines Produce Plaza
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“...a great capacity
to develop original
designs that support
and enhance the
school environments.”
Julie Winn, Sustainability co-ordinator
St Louis de Montfort’s PS, Aspendale

“Achieving beautiful and functional landscape outcomes means we listen closely to
the project brief”

STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Our Approach for engaging students in the development of a landscape
project involves either hands on experiences during the construction stages or
through the facilitation of design workshops with students.
Our Process involves investigating the potential for student participation from
the outset of a project brief. Through conversation with teaching staff and
leadership groups we detail and implement activities that appropriately engage
students depending on the project requirements and potential outcomes.
Our Outcomes in design participation activities ensure student ownership
and engagement with the curriculum goals of the landscape project. Whether
the activity is planting or intensive design workshops, student participation
drastically increases their awareness of the project’s benefits and capacity to
learn from the schools landscape initiative.
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“...students have
owned the area
taking responsibility
in caring for the
garden environment
and teaching others
about how to care for
the area.”
Gavan O’Donnell
St Josephs’ PS, Chelsea

“Design participation activities ensure student ownership and engagement with the
curriculum imperatives of the landscape project”

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Our Approach to building designed outcomes in schools is inspired by
the opportunities to innovate new construction methods whilst working
within a projects budget. We do this by continually investigating
recycled and local materials and ways to put them together that are
new and unique.
Our Process throughout construction management is to accurately
survey and schedule design outcomes, identifying foreseeable issues
and potentials to utilise available or scarce resources to greatest cost
effectiveness. Our construction process ensures that both we and the
client have a clear, shared understanding on project deliverables and
built outcomes.
Our Outcomes successfully implement the objectives desired in the
project brief and designed solutions. Across all projects our built
works utilise sustainable materials, resource smart construction
staging and landscape management practices, cultivating beautiful,
robust developments that last for generations whilst inspiring student
involvment.
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“We only have
positive responses
to our Educational
Sustainability
Precinct ...it has
supported the school
to develop a whole
school approach to
sustainable education
...becoming an
exemplary school in
the area.”
Julie Winn, Sustainability co-ordinator
St Louis de Montfort’s PS, Aspendale

“Our built works utilise sustainable materials, resource smart construction staging
and landscape management practices that cultivate beautiful, robust developments”

RECOGNITION & INVOLVEMENTS
Where possible we aim to assist schools in securing
funding and recognition for their landscape initiatives.
Our involvement in projects with school communities
have been recognised with awards from and
participation in:
2014
St Augustine’s Primary, Frankston:
GR 3&4 Landscape Design Workshop
St Patrick’s Primary, Mentone:
Gr 5&6 Water Management Workshop
St Joseph’s Primary, Cribb Point:
Gr 5&6 Chicken Coop design Workshop
Planting Workshops: St Joseph’s PS / St Patrick’s PS
2013
St Joseph’s Primary, Cribb Point:
Outdoor Cafe design Workshop
St Louis de Montfort’s Primary, Aspendale:
Professional Development Conference “Implementing
Sustainability”
St Joseph’s Primary, Chelsea: Professional
Development Conference “Implementing Sustainability”
St Louis de Montfort’s Primary, Aspendale:
Kids teaching Kids Conference
Planting Workshops: St Louis PS

“I rise to commend St
Louis de Montfort’s
Primary School
in Aspendale for
the wonderful
environmentallearning opportunities
they are providing
students through
their ‘sustainability
precinct’ that includes
a vegetable garden,
orchard, chicken coop
and student kitchen.”
The Honourable Mark Dreyfus QC MP
24 February 2014
Full speech accessible at:

2012
St Macartan’s Primary, Mornington: WINNER CEFPI
Council of Education Facility Planners International Category 6 Landscaping/Outdoor Learning Area
2011
Victorian Landscape Awards – Landscape Design up to
150m2 - HIGHLY COMMENDED –
St Macartan’s Primary School, Mornington
Victorian Landscape Awards – Sustainable Landscape
Aawrd - HIGHLY COMMENDED –
St Macartan’s Primary School, Mornington
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http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/
parlInfo/genpdf/chamber/hansardr/bb3ef167-e84b-40fc-bff9814fb0e492d2/0192/hansard_frag.
pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf

“We aim to assist schools in securing funding and recognition for their landscape
initiatives”

GETTING STARTED
RB Landscapes are inspired by school communities who are committed to engaging
in healthier lifestyle choices and behaviours. We believe this happens when a
community decides to get involved with the landscapes that support their lives.
If this sounds like your school community and you have a project coming up or
on the go that we can help you with, please get in touch. We will do our utmost to
ensure its success with your students and wider community.

“...The environment is
an important aspect
when showcasing and
providing examples
of “ Education for
Sustainability”
to other schools,
prospective parents
and outside
community groups.”
Marina Santamaria, Principal
St Macartan’s PS, Mornington

Contact
web: rblandscapes.com.au
email: rblandscapes@gmail.com
mb: +61 0408 032 947
ph: 03 8741 0301
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